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The first to do so was the Associated Registry of
Brooklyn, then followed the Belle Vue Graduates'
Registry. These
registries
propose
silnply
to
supply calls fordaily
nurses fromamong
the
nurses who are waiting for regular cases. The
John Hopkins Alumnse in Baltimore has taken up
the question more seriously, and at the beginning
of the present year
twonurses had volunteered
their whole time to the work, and others, portions
of time. It is believed thatthe income received
for the services of thesenurses will shortlybe
sufficient toprovidesalaries
for thenumber of
nurses required to meet the demand, but until the
scheme is self-supporting the Alumnse asks for a
fund, which may later be devoted to work amongst
the really poor.
In' every case in which I have been able' to
obtain information it willbe observed thatthe
experiment is quite a recent one, and there is no
doubt thatsometime
must elapse before our
knowledge is sufficiently complete to enable us to
make an analysis of much statistical value on this
subject, but we have, I think, at least arrived
at
the conclusion that the daily nurse is appreciated
by both doctors and patients, and this being
the
case, this method of nursing is certain to extend.
If the daily nurse is to become an established
institution in England, as seems likely, the
question as to where and how she shall be housed
is one which will require solution. Itisone
which even private nurses, who are:usually out at
cases, find it difficult to solve, and for thedaily
nurse the problem would be even more pressing.
I do not think that in London, at least, it is possible
to live inamoderatedegree
of comfort for less
than 301- a week.. Nurseswhenthey first leave
hospital often scarcely realize the expenseof board
and lodging, andrumourhasitthatthey
often
expect more for their money than theycan possibly
obtain. However, this may be, I feel sure that no
nurse would be wise to start housekeeping on her
own account who does not see herway to spendilig
301- a week on rooms, attendance, and food. In
large
centres,
probably
the most comfortable
arrangement for daily llurses would be to take a,
room, or rooms, in a well managed house-more
especially if the commissariat were arranged after
the fashion of an ordinary restaurant-the meals
being served at small tables in a colnmon dining
room. Shouldthe demand for such homes for
no doubt the need
daily andothernursesarise,
will be catered 'for. Atpresentthe
difficulty
on finding comfortable rooms at the price which
anursecanafford to pay'is extreme. With
regard.tothefees
which daily nursesshould
earn,
they
should,
think,
I certainly
amount
to A3 a week. This would scarcely mean that
they would receive as much as they could make
in private nursing, and their work would, in sdlne
ways be harder, but there would he compensation

for thisinthegreater
variety, freedom, and
regularity of the work. In fixing the fees, which
a daily nurse should ask, it would be well if some
standard could beagreed upon by those undertaking this work. The reason v h y women's work
is often so badly paid is that they so frequently
undersell each other without the least
compunction.
If they followed the example set by men of combining to protect their own interests, and declined
to work for anything under a minimum fee, they
would reapthe
rewardinobtainingadequate
remuneration for their work. Butitisan open
questionwhetherwomenwillevercombinein
this way.
Thereare, however, cases of seriousillness
where frequent attention is necessary, which are
obviously outside the scope of a daily nurse.
Under these circumstances, it often happens
that either a member of the family undertakes the
nursing, and that, therefore, the patient does not
receive the skilled nursing which would be attainable if hewere in poorercircumstances, or the
services of anurse,"who
is. willing totake a
small fee, are requisitioned, but usually
this
personisneitherexperienced,nor
certificated,
and it is scarcely necessary to statethat
an
inefficient nurse is clear at any price.
What appears to be needed in such cases is
a
body of nurses, guaranteed efficient, who can be
supplied at a rate which the public can afford to
pay. It appetirs to me that this need can only be
met by co-operation between the public and the
institution, but that in this way it would be quite
possible to provide efficient nursing for the middle
classes. The question is whetherthepublicin
health are sufficiently alive to the importance
of
securingtrainednursing
in time of sickness,to
pay into a club in the same way that the working
classespayintotheirsick
clubs. If .the public
showanydesireto
combine inthiswaythe
scheme could quite
easily
be organized -in
London, probably, through an existing institution
-with very little initial expense.
All that would
be required would be the establishment of an
office, with a capable nurse-secretary, for business
purposes. The nurses would be paid an inclusive
salary which, of course, must be equalto that
which can be earned in the open market, otherwise
desirable nurses will not be attracted to the society,
and they would board and lodge themselves when
not in work.
The essential conditions'necessary to the success
of such a scheme are, in my opinion :I. That the office shoul'd undertake to supply to
the members of the co-operation,fully trained and
trustworthy nurses.
2. That theoffice should guaranteeto the nurses,
fees, at the ordinaryrates, for the cases which
they nurse.
I
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